USS  Don Johnson  NCC-61701
Mission 10405.20

.
Host Loren says:
Summary

Host Loren says:
The brief meeting between the CO, CMO and Dracos ended as oddly as it begun.  An Orion Syndicate strike force is currently attacking the Dragons, and for the moment at least, the Dragon war ship is easily dispatching the enemy.  Also discovered was an energy field in the planet's upper ionosphere, that appears to be generated from a power source below the planet surface, an ancient reactor system that is supplying additional power to the Drag

Host Loren says:
The CO and CTO are in the process of exploring this reactor and its purpose.  As they walk into a massive chamber containing the 13 kilometer long reactor vessel, they are protected from radiation leakage by the rad-suits they are wearing.  But the radiation makes normal communications useless.  The subcutaneous transmitters seem to work depending on where the CO and CTO are standing.  

Host Loren says:
Seamus MacLeod, like the rest of the crew remain on the Roxanne, waiting on a word.

Host Loren says:
Resume:  The Dragon's Lair, episode 8

CMO_JadeStone says:
::On the Roxie::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Scanning for power spikes and transmission location::

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: So... captain, what do we do next?

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Standing beside the captain::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Once the lift doors open and he sees the size of the reactor, his jaw drops.:: Self: Holy toledo!

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Attempting to get a transporter fix on the CO::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Sensors read power emissions bouncing all over the place, but the link up with the Dragon's sensor net helps to triangulate.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Scans to determine if the Dragon sensor net is also a conductor/transmission hub for the power plant::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: what are we going to do...its huge

XO_Jezabell says:
::Sitting on the flight deck where she has been for the last hours::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Looks around to see if there's any people around::

Host Seamus says:
::Steps onto the flight deck::  CSO:  Mister Typhoon, any word on the first mate?

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Try to find a way of shutting it down, or interrupting the power supply. I think destroying it is unlikely.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: The mate is unaccounted for

Host Seamus says:
::Nods to Jezabell::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Its to big to blow up.. ::Moves around, looking around::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Looks around for any signs or other helpful devices::

Host Seamus says:
 CSO:  Well where did he wonder off too?

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Enters the bridge and looks around::  John: Any word from Winters or Jax?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Wasn’t my turn to watch him

CNS_Brandash says:
:: Heads out of the bunks and goes towards the flight deck::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Look for any kind of control interface. Keep an eye out for bogies. ::Grins::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Nods to Seamus::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: No communication from either

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Brings his rifle up, and continues walking, giving a quick nod to the CO::

Host Seamus says:
::Rolls eyes at CSO::  CSO:  Likely up to no good, I'll wager.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Scans the ship for listening devices::

CMO_JadeStone says:
CSO: No mental feel for them on your part? ::curious::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CO finds a control console, in the center of a circle in the floor.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: I'm a human I'm not a telepath

Host Seamus says:
::Nods to the CMO::  CMO:  You know, Dracos really took a liking to you.  I seen it in his eyes.

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Found something!

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
~~~CMO: If we are being monitored things can get ugly~~~

CMO_JadeStone says:
CSO: Sorry, I forgot myself. ::looks at Seamus:: Seamus: Unfortunately, I have no desire for him or his kind.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: They are talking a walk from last I heard. ::turns to face the CSO::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: You don’t say

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO: Have you tried contacting them all possible ways

CNS_Brandash says:
::Walks onto the flight deck::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: They are wandering around somewhere

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  Too bad, could have been useful in getting some more intel.  ::grins::  Not to mention lining my pockets

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Over my dead, cold body

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Whatcha got ?

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Stoops down to examine the console, and hits a bright green triangular button. Smiles as the panel starts to rise...and rise...and...rise...::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Sensors monitoring the battle, note the Orion forces beginning to withdraw, they have taken heavy losses.

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: ::Looking up and frowning:: A problem.

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Rolls eyes::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Moves over to the CO:: CO: How so

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Snakes his arm around the CMO's waist::

XO_Jezabell says:
CNS: How are things going Brandash?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  A guard rail lifts off the floor surrounding the CO and CTO, they are on a round platform that starts to lift upward

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Well, I found a console...but I get the impression that whoever built this was very tall...or could fly. ::points up::

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  What?  I'm serious.

CNS_Brandash says:
XO:  Pretty good.     Just tired for some reason

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Aloud: The filthy Orions are withdrawing

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: Belay that mister, I belong to no one........I choose.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Oh my...:: gets in a better stance::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: ::continues:: Or they had a flare for the dramatic. ::looks around as they rise too::

XO_Jezabell says:
CNS: Probably the air that's making you tired.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: Animal woman!

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Takes a moment to get a better view of where they are::

Host Seamus says:
CSO:  Withdrawing?  The Dragon ship?  How's she doing?

XO_Jezabell says:
::Checks status of the battle:: ALL: Well... it seems our Orion friends are starting to head back home

CMO_JadeStone says:
CSO: Growl when you say that, Mister..........::walks away::

CNS_Brandash says:
XO: Could be.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Dragon ship is undamaged as expected

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: Women

Host Seamus says:
::Watches the CMO walk away and smiles::

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: Those Dragons sure know how to make a ship and power it up. They've impressed me.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: I wonder where its taking us...::looks for where they might be heading::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Calls up data on the Orion fleet and what damage has been inflicted upon them::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ Self: Now I know how the window cleaners feel at SFA. ::looks over the rail and almost spits...but remembers he’s in a suit just in time::

Host Seamus says:
CSO: Man, I'd love to have a look at that ship.

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Hopefully to the console I just activated. It was in the floor then though.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Perhaps if we convince Dracos to pursue the Orions to their base we could be part of the assault

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Did you read this console before you touched it?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  the reactor platform stops, and another console from above lowers into place, and then lights up.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus/CSO: I guess we don't have to be on the ready to leave EH now...

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Of course.....not. ::Smiles::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Grins:: CSO: I'd like to see the Orions pay for every woman they have sold into slavery.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: We're guests and its comfy here

Host Seamus says:
XO:  No, we are leaving.  I don't want to overstay our welcome.

CO_Hawkes says:
@CTO: Well, it looks like the ride stops here. Let's have a look at these and see what we've got.

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Starts examining the control panels::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Shakes his head:: CO: read it this time

Host Seamus says:
Aloud:  If the first mate doesn't cook our goose first that is.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: Then we should get our two walkers back.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: walks within inches of the CMO, I can take you when ever I want, I take what I want when I want

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Gives the CSO a look:: CSO: So you say.

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: If you see anything that looks like 'off' or something...call out.

XO_Jezabell says:
::Subcutaneous:: *CO*: Hawkes? :: hopes they can hear::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Mutters under her breath:: Hell of a place to go for a walk, might as well freeze your.....off....

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Looks fierce and dominant::

Host Seamus says:
XO:  With dispatch.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Looks around again:: CO: Just don't touch anything right away

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CO gets a broken message from the XO

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Looks confident that she can take him two out of three in a wrestling match ..........::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Stands up straight::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Did you hear that?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Sensors track the Dragon ship moving to an more relaxed orbital position.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: I'm trying to contact them....

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Moves forward flexing his muscles, asserting dominance::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ <SCT> *XO*: This is Hawkes. Come again...you're breaking up.

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Turns her back to him and ignore his flexing::

XO_Jezabell says:
::SCT:: *CO*: Hello? You there? We have to leave... are you getting this?

CO_Hawkes says:
@ ::Taps the side of his helmet uselessly::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: I little..::pushes a few bottons on the console that had came down::

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO: I hear static in the well... any way we can make it more efficient?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Transmission continues to be broken

CMO_JadeStone says:
To self: More braun than brain, these puny human men.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: I'll teach you some respect slave

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: Attempting to filter the message through the communications buffer

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Buttons the CTO pushed light up, an audible alarm sound.  There is a corresponding increase in reactor power output

CO_Hawkes says:
@ :: Pulls out his tricorder and scans the panel's surface running the symbols through the universal translator matrix::

CMO_JadeStone says:
CSO: You touch me without my permission, and you'll wish you were never born. :;growls::

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: What was that!

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The increase in power kills what little communications you had

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Crap..::tries to reverse what he just did::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: I'll touch you when I want, I own you

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT>*CTO*: We have to leave... we must bring you back...

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Aloud: Communications lost, power surge

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: hey, I was just doing what you did before...or trying too

CO_Hawkes says:
@ CTO: Keep working on it! Here trade you. ::Holds out his tricorder and indicates the CTO's rifle.::

Host Seamus says:
ACION:  Tricorder links several symbols to the ancient Ionian empire, others are unknown

CMO_JadeStone says:
CSO: No man owns me.  I'm a free woman.

XO_Jezabell says:
ALL: Danm! Maybe we should just try and beam them back without warning.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: Attempting transporter lock

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Hands over his rifles:: CO: I think you would be better at this, but i'll try.

XO_Jezabell says:
ALL: They don't seem to get my messages. :: looks at Seamus for his take on this::

CMO_JadeStone says:
:;Sits down at a console and attempts to fine tune their biosigns::

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Nah...you're in the zone! ::Grins, then starts peering over the edge with the rifle::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Transporter gets only a 15% lock.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: Transporter lock below acceptable risk

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: In the zone? I mess up, and I'm in the zone, you are messed up in the head sir ::smiles and continues to work on the console::

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO: That's no good.     ALL: I'm not liking this....

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CO sees a group of four Dragons enter the room, looking for the source of the alarm

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
~~~::Lets his astral fingers run upon the CMO's psyche, slowly::~~~

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Draws a bead on the Dragons::

CMO_JadeStone says:
~~Relaxes a bit~~

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@Self: Comon Keown...you can do it...

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Boiling blood::

Host Seamus says:
<Dragon 1>  ::looks up::

CMO_JadeStone says:
XO: I can't refine their biosigns, there is too much interference.

Host Seamus says:
<Dragon 1>  CO:  Hey!, what are you doing up there!?

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Fires in answer::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: They are on their own we cannot help them

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: You know their technology and work better than us. Any ideas?

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Hurry up! We've got company!

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Gets inpatient, and hits the console:: Self: why won't you shut up

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Dragon 1 is pasted and crumples to the desk, the other three take aim and start firing.

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Looks from the XO to Seamus::

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO/CMO: Let's keep trying. Maybe they'll move to an area where we can get a lock

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Nods:: XO: working on it, trying to filter out the worst of it.

Host Seamus says:
XO:  I remember reading a tech. paper, something about a skeletal transporter lock

CO_Winters says:
@ Self: Aim, breath, squeeze, follow through. ::Fires and takes aim again.::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: One thing is certain we cannot escape the Dragon ship in orbit

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Looks up:: Seamus: tell us more..

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Two dragons fall, the third turns and runs out.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: Think you can help us and try to do that type of transporter lock?

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Gets desperate and starts pushing all the buttons, one at a time:: CO: this is that last time you let me do this

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  Aren't you a doctor, what can you tell me?

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Ok! I'll take your word for it! ::Scans for targets::

Host Seamus says:
::Nods to XO::  XO:  I'll see what I can do.

CMO_JadeStone says:
Seamus: Aye, I have field medical training, but I'm not a full fledged physician.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*XO* SCT We must retain our covers beaming them will implicate us all

Host Seamus says:
CMO: that'll have to do, come with me

Host Seamus says:
::Leaves flight deck, heading for transporter room::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Nods and follows Seamus::

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT>*CSO*: Indeed....

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Do you want to trade then? The survivor retreated so now's the time.

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: If we beam them, they must be in a safe area though.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: I'm out of ideas, just shoot the console

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
~~~CMO: If we beam the CO back, it will incriminate us all as spies~~~

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The reactor continues to build up power, there is a good deal of heat coming from it, and a growing high pitched whine

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: ::Hands him the rifle:: Here....let's not do that just yet. ::picks up the tricorder and looks at it again::

CMO_JadeStone says:
~~CSO: oh......we didn't think this all the way through, did we?~~

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Hears the high pitched whine:: CO: I think we have to leave...this thing may blow, don't you think?

Host Seamus says:
::Enters transporter room::  CMO:  If I remember the paper, it involves locking onto the minerals in the target's skeleton

XO_Jezabell says:
ALL: Let's keep trying to reach them via com but work on that beam thing so we can get a lock when they are out of sight.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
~~~CMO: We have to let them escape on their own~~~

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  An alarm sounds on the base

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT> *CO/CTO*: Anyone? Hello?

CMO_JadeStone says:
Seamus: I think it would be a bad idea if we transported them.  It would seem that we are up to "no good"?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
<SCT>*XO* We have to let them escape on their own

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Wanna jump?  If this thing blows we'll never get up that elevator in time. And it's emitting too much radiation for transport. Our only hope is to find the right button...or combination of buttons to shut it down.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  still no com, but a faint sensor reading on life signs,

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Taps a button that looks promising::

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  Listen, if they are where I think they are, they are up to no good, and its going to get me killed.  

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Jump, what’s a few broken bones ::Smiles and looks around beneath them::

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT>*CSO*: But we must be prepared in case...

CMO_JadeStone says:
Seamus: how would it look to Dracos if we rescue them? It would implicate us, don't you think?

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Looks at the tricorder readout again, sees what there is that is known. And eliminates those.::

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  You're right, we should leave them behind then

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT>*CSO*: But I agree with you that we must be cautious. I was jumping the gun a bit too fast here... but better be prepared than sorry.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Times a ticking sir...

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Noted!

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
<SCT>*XO* We should wait for them but take no action

XO_Jezabell says:
<SCT>*CO/CTO*: Report... Hello? Anyone home?

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Hums a very old but classic jeopardy theme::

CMO_JadeStone says:
Seamus: <w>We all are dispensible, we all know that if it were us, we'd expect this.

XO_Jezabell says:
::Nods at the CSO::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  A vibration can be felt not only in the reactor room, but even on the surface.

CO_Winters says:
@ Self: Oh what the heck! ::Starts hitting buttons::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: Something’s going on

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Feels a vibration in the deck::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Time to jump?

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Go ahead. You have my permission. ::Continues to focus on the console::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Suddenly below the CO and CTO, a shimmer of light forms into a portal, through which can be seen a random even, some in real time, others obviously in the past

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Hits the ship com:: CSO: what's going on out there?

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Looks at the CO then back to the portal::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*CMO* Ground quakes of considerable magnitude

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  I don't like this.  ::taps com switch::  XO:  Jezabell?

CMO_JadeStone says:
*CSO* are we in any danger from them?

XO_Jezabell says:
Seamus: Seamus?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*CMO* Not as of yet

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Looks at Seamus:: Seamus: back to the bridge :;runs::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@::Hits the CO in the back of the head:: CO: Look!

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Turns and looks::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: I'd like to lift off and hover in place

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Ah!

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The portal continues to change.  For a brief moment, the flight deck of the Roxie can be seen

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Down...

CO_Winters says:
@ CTO: Jump! Now!

Host Seamus says:
::Turns and follows the CMO::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Runs up the steps to the bridge with Seamus on her heels::

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Blasts the controls, then jumps::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
@CO: Yes sir ::jumps over the railing towards the portal::

Host Seamus says:
*XO*:  Jez.  I hope you have kept the engines warm.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  A squad of dragons can be seen approaching the Roxie from the ground.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*Seamus* We have to lift off now

XO_Jezabell says:
*Seamus*: Yes there are

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CTO falls into the portal and lands in the XO's lap on the Roxie

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Enters the bridge and sits at the flight control:: All: Uh oh, we've got company

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Portal changes to Draco's office.

XO_Jezabell says:
::Falls from her chair due to the shock and weight of the CTO::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Closes gangway::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Falls off the  XO's lap, and to the floor::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Sets a course in case they have to make a quick get away::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: We've got company I need a lift off order

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Turns as she hears someone landing on the floor::..........::shock::

XO_Jezabell says:
::Pinches the CTO:: CTO: You the real thing?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CO falls into Draco's office, ending up in the man's personal bathroom

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Looks around trying to orient himself:: Self: Where the heck am I?

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO: Get us going... ::looks at Seamus for final approval since he's the captain of this can::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  CO's transporter signal becomes clear, as does communications.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
XO: Ouch! if the fall didn't hurt enough, I didn't need that.

CMO_JadeStone says:
XO/Seamus: I think it might be a good idea to lift off, those Dragons don't look very friendly.....

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Stands up and looks around.::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: Let’s go, punch it

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Punches it::

XO_Jezabell says:
CTO: Sorry, needed to see you were real. Now get off of me?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: Energizing CO

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Sees a door and opens it::

Host Seamus says:
::Jumps into the pilot seat, works controls::

CMO_JadeStone says:
XO: getting Winter's biosigns, clear as a bell!

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Frowns:: XO: yeah yeah...::Gets up and takes off his suit in the corner::

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  CO:  Mister Winter?  

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Hands over the control to Seamus::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CMO: Let’s try to get the CO back

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO/CMO: Contact him to see if we can safely beam him back.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
XO: We have a lock

CO_Winters says:
@ Dracos: What are you doing here? ::pulls his weapon::

Host Seamus says:
::Activates ventral point defense phaser turret, which begins to pick off the Dragons::

CMO_JadeStone says:
<SCT> *CO* are you clear to transport?

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Looks around:: All: I'm fine all, thanks for asking, i give that landing a 7..::moves to a console and has a seat::

XO_Jezabell says:
::Sees Seamus at helm:: Seamus: Are we getting off? ::as she gets up::

CO_Winters says:
@ ::Hears the com::

XO_Jezabell says:
CTO: You oka?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  In response three Orion women draw weapons, aiming at CO

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  CO:  You might want to rethink that

CMO_JadeStone says:
XO: He's not alone, there are three Orion lifesigns and Draco within a meter of him.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
CTO: Lets get firing at those land targets, ships and the pirate data link

CO_Winters says:
@ Dracos: ::Smiles:: Or what? You'll kill me? ::Laughs:: You're already dead!

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: We all in now, no time for subtly

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Crosses his arms and looks awkwardly at the XO:: CSO: Sure thing, give me a sec.

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Closes her eyes and focus' on the CO::

XO_Jezabell says:
::Shrugs wondering what she did/said wrong::

XO_Jezabell says:
CMO: Not the best setting to beam him without raising suspicions.

CMO_JadeStone says:
All: He's in trouble, I can feel it.  Three Orions and Dracos is a deadly combination.....

CO_Winters says:
@ <SCT> *CMO*: Lock on to me and all lifeforms in this room and transport. Filter out weapons. Then let's get out of here!

CMO_JadeStone says:
<SCT> *CO* Aye...........

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  CO:  What is it the Klingons say...  Today is a good day to die

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Attempts to boost the transporter signal gain no essential power

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Brings what ever weapons he has online:: CSO: where are these targets

CMO_JadeStone says:
CTO: to the cargo bay immediately, you too John. We've got company coming aboard in the form of the CO, Draco's and three Orion females minus weapons, CO's orders.

CO_Winters says:
@ Dracos: At a time like this with your intellect you chose to quote Klingons? ::clucks his tongue::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The group in the office transport at once, weapons are automatically disabled.  The group beams into the cargo hold.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Feeds tactical scanners to the CTO::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Runs tot he transporter room::

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  ::  screams as he bolts for the CO::  Winters:  I'll kill you winters!

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
All: I suggest shields

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Grabs a weapon from under his console, and runs to the cargo bay::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Plots a warp course::

XO_Jezabell says:
::Sees everyone leaves and decides to stay at the helm to support Seamus in case something goes awry::

CO_Winters says:
::Goes into a defensive stance::

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  ::jumps at Winters, fists swinging::::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Pulls her weapon and runs with the CTO::

CO_Winters says:
Dracos: You can try, but you'll just tire yourself out.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Raises shields and fires at the data linkup of the pirates::

CO_Winters says:
::Dodges and attempts to throw Dracos::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Enter the carbobay and fires at the three Orion females:: All : Drop those weapons

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Charges the weapon and enters the cargo bay::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Fires aft phasers::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The three Orion women, move to attack the CTO

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
Self: Not again!!

XO_Jezabell says:
CSO: Since you are staying here, I'll go help out with our new guests. ::gets up and walks towards the cargo bay::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Stuns one of the Orion woman::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The Orion women lower their inactive weapons

CNS_Brandash says:
::Is on flight deck thinking we got to get out of here.::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Fires at who was in lead::

Host Seamus says:
<OrionWomen 1>  CMO:  Sister?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Firing phasers at the data link::

Host Seamus says:
CNS:  Brandash, how are those piloting skills?

CO_Winters says:
::Hearing the weapons fire calls out:: Crew: Stun only. We want them alive. Human intel!

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Two down, one to go:: OW: Sister? Nay, I'm no ones sister...:;stuns her::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
CMO: She’s the one that knocked me out...::points to one on the floor::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Warp course plotted

CMO_JadeStone says:
Winters: would we set them to kill?  Us? :;grins::

CMO_JadeStone says:
:;Walks over to the one that knocked Jax out:: Jax: this one?

Host Seamus says:
::Nods to the CSO, then turns to the CNS::  CNS:  Brandash, stay with me, we gotta move now.  Get me thrusters!

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Nods:: CMO: not very bad looking, but she’s got a nasty jab

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Just checking.

XO_Jezabell says:
::Arrives in the cargo bay area and looks around before making any moves or comments::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Leans over and grabs a handful of her hair:: Jax: she might find herself minus her magnificent mane........::grins::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Activates shields::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  All the orion ladies, save the CMO are unconscious

CNS_Brandash says:
::Just nods::

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Grins:: CMO: Oh be nice

CMO_JadeStone says:
Jax: Moi? ::laughs::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*CMO* Can I keep one of the orion women?

CMO_JadeStone says:
*CSO* Yes, me.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
*CMO* You and another

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Frowns as be remembered being beat up by a women::

Host Seamus says:
::Fires the thrusters and lifts the Roxie off the frozen ground, makes for the cloaking shield::  ALL:  Its going to be bumpy

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Firing ship's phasers at land targets::

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  ::Stands off the CO::  CO:  What is  the meaning of this garbage,  Where is Seamus?!

CO_Winters says:
Crew: Would someone like to stun our friend here? ::squaring off with Dracos::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Turns and holds her weapon on Dracos::

CO_Winters says:
Dracos: Oh, he's around. ::Smiles::

CMO_JadeStone says:
Dracos: I would stop if I were you, honey.

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  CO:  Well, then get him.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
XO: Need help on the bridge?

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Dragon ship is now vulnerable since the power generator went into imbalance

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Aiming the weapon at his heart.::

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  CMO:  Honey?

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Smiles::

XO_Jezabell says:
CTO: Nah, I think they can handle it. We need to take care of those greeny guest.

Host Seamus says:
<Dracos>  ::covers his heart with his hand::  CMO:  Now that hurts, love.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
XO: Oh the CMO did a good job of that

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Keep a bead on him Jade.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Engages main impulse engines and makes for space::

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Fires. but not at his heart::

XO_Jezabell says:
CO: Glad to have you back with us. You should have warned us in advance about the guest because we would have decorated or something.

Host Seamus says:
CSO:  Lets hope.  Breaking atmosphere in one minute

CO_Winters says:
::Walks over to a wall unit::

Host Seamus says:
CNS:  We'll need to tie the warp drive into navigation.

CO_Winters says:
*Seamus*: When you get a minute, our guest Dracos would like a word.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Dracos falls to the deck.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Firing aft torpedoes once we reach orbit

CNS_Brandash says:
Seamus: alright.  I will try.....

CO_Winters says:
XO: Sorry. It was a spur of the moment invite.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
CMO: well someone has issues

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The Roxie breaks atmosphere

Host Seamus says:
CNS:  Now will be a good time

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Pulls out a tricorder from her medicine bag and checks all their lifesigns::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Fires aft torpedoes::

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Hand your weapon to someone and check on Dracos please.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Dragon ship begins to move towards the Roxie, slowly.

CNS_Brandash says:
Seamus:: doing it now

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Grins at Jax:: Jax: Had, but no longer.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Time to make our escape

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Torpedos hit the Dragon ship, she takes minimal damage

XO_Jezabell says:
CTO: Indeed our green slave did a good job at taking care of the guests. But we need to secure them

Host Seamus says:
CSO:  Agreed.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Smiles and heads back towards the bridge, was getting to crowded::

CMO_JadeStone says:
CO: they'll all live.  CTO: Help me get them tied up, please.

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Stops in his tracks, and turns around::

CO_Winters says:
XO: You have things back here. I'm heading for the bridge.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Roxie's sensors detect an incoming contact.

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
Seamus: Engaging warp engines; ::fires aft torpedo spread at the surface data and power transfer links::

CNS_Brandash says:
Seamus: it is done.

CMO_JadeStone says:
::Helps Jax and the XO secure their "guests"::

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Examines sensor contact::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Roxie goes to warp

CTO_Thomas_Jax says:
::Drops down to the ground, flips one of the girls on the stomach, and secures there hands behind there backs::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Sensors read it as a New Orleans Class Starship.  On intercept course, 

CSO_John_Typhoon says:
::Attempts to read transponder::

CO_Winters says:
::Walks onto the bridge and sees the starfield at warp. Feels his eyes moisten::

Host Seamus says:
<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>
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